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The purpose of this research is to examine: (a) the difference of students' descriptive writing skills in classes using conventional model and synnectic model, (b) the difference of students' creative thinking ability in classes using conventional model and synnectic model, (c) the correlation between descriptive text writing and creative thinking ability. Mix Method, The Embedded Design is used as a method of research. The population of this research is the Grade VII (seven) students of SMP Negeri 1 Lembang, while the samples are chosen random sampling: Classroom VII-A as the experiment classroom and Classroom VII-B as the control classroom. The used instruments are test and non-test based instruments. The test instrument includes creatively thought descriptive text writing evaluation while the non-test instruments include questionnaires and interviews. Based on the data analysis and hypothesis, it is concluded that students' descriptive writing skills using synnectic model are better than the ones using conventional method. Students' creative thinking skills using the synnectic model are better than the ones using conventional method. There is a correlation between descriptive text writing and creative thinking that uses either or both of the synnectic and conventional method. However, there is no correlations at all if the method used is solely the conventional method.